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Barcode, UPC codes, QR codes, PDF417, 2D barcodes and other codes have become a standard way for printers, mobile phones, inventory systems and many other devices to represent identifying information. This article examines how Barcode, UPC, the ISO/IEC standards on the content of the area code for the telephone directory, and QR Code describe
telephone numbers. 1. The formula: ( % Phone number's prefix ) × (15 + number of digits in a number) Results in: 7 digit code = 150 number of digits = 12345678 For example, here is the above formula applied to the phone number: 38 (which is the code for the phone number) × (7) = (38) × (15 + 7) = 880 This number can be used to uniquely identify your
phone number, plus it uses less space than the standard 7 digit North American Area Code Number. 2. The Barcode/UPC Barcode/UPC codes can be used for just about anything. So many people are using them for business that some have argued that they can be used to identify things and their parts and together they make up an item. The use of a UPC or
Barcode for identifying an item is widely accepted. The problem is that a Barcode can be made up of just about anything and a UPC Number is only valid for certain product types. 3. The Barcode/UPC Code is a combination of two numbers. The first is a 2 or 3 digit number called the prefix and the second a number called the check digit. The following are rules
for manufacturing a Barcode: a) The number of digits in a telephone number is 15. b) Start with the number 0. c) Add a 0 to the phone number if it is less than 10. d) The first digit on the right is the prefix digit (2 or 3). e) The last digit is the check digit. It is easy to figure out that your phone number ends in 17 and your prefix begins with 0. 4. Just as a Barcode
can contain just about anything, so can a telephone number. Now normally when your phone number is written on your calling card, the Service Code, Area Code and Area Code Extension are entered when making a call and they are used when dialing your number. Here is an example of a
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